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Plan your adventure trip with us




 



 

 

 

Adventure Packages Trending This Season 
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  Rupin Pass Trek

  12 Nights/ 13  Days
  
	Trekking at the regions of Garhwal and Kinnaur along the Rupin Pass is all made for the adventurous nature lovers who are keen  
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  Valley of Flowers Trek 

  6 Nights/ 7  Days
  
	Valley of Flowers is such a name in the Uttarakhand valley of Himalayas that blooms and blossoms every time, round the season. Stumbling across  
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  Dzongri Goecha La Trek

  10 Nights/ 11  Days
  
	The Dzongri- Goechala Trek in Sikkim is the most demanding trek for the rugged players that takes them towards Goecha La from Yuksom to Dzongri  
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  Dodital Trek

  8 Nights/ 9  Days
  
	Lying at an altitude of 3010 m, Dodital is a pristine lake in Garhwal Himalayas surrounded by dense Oak, Pine and Deodar trees, precisely at the  
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  Singalila Sandakphu Trek 

  9 Nights/ 10  Days
  
	Trekking at the major ranges of Singalila and Sandakphu is yet another marvelous experience at Sikkim. This interesting trekking that starts off  
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  Chopta Chandrashila Trek

  5 Nights/ 6  Days
  
	Deep, dense forests, vast meadows and panoramic views of the snow clad Himalayas- When you are at the Garhwal Himalayan ranges, the one and only  
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  Bedni Bugyal Trek 

  6 Nights/ 7  Days
  
	Bedni Bugyal is one of the most beautiful alpine meadows located at the border of Garhwal and Kumaon in Chamoli district in the Uttarakhand stat  
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  Kedarnath Trek 

  7 Nights/ 8  Days
  
	Kedarnath lies at an altitude of 3584 m and is significantly popular for the presence of the temple of Lord Kedarnath (Lord Shiv). It’s a  
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  Sunderdhunga Trek

  13 Nights/ 14  Days
  
	If trekker knows about the place to some extent, he would know that even the name expresses the place to some extent, the magnificence of the sc  
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  Mani Mahesh Kailash Yatra 

  8 Nights/ 9  Days
  
	The Mani Mahesh Kailash Trek revolves around the famous Mani mahesh Lake also known as Dal Lake, situated close to the Mani Mahesh Kailash Peak  
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  Nanda Devi East Base Camp

  16 Nights/ 17  Days
  
	Nanda Devi is a peak well known for the significant difficulty it posed on the peak climbers when it was still allowed to have a climbing expedi  
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  Khatling Glacier Trek 

  17 Nights/ 18  Days
  
	Existing alongside of Gangotri glacier, Khatling is known to feed River Bhilangna. Valley by the same name becomes reason of poetry that is insp  


  

 


  

Why Book with us

	Choose from over 1,000 tours
	A huge variety of travel styles & activities
	Comfort levels that suit every traveller
	24/7 customer 



Maybe you want to spend less time organising, squeeze in as much as possible, or enjoy the expertise of a guide in a new destination. Whether its Himalayan continent or north east India, we are sure to have an adventure packed tour that suits you best.





What our clients say?
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	Adventure Holidays in India with Oldest Adventure Tour Company


	Behold! And we will take you on an adventure trip packed with exploration and entertainment, simultaneously working on an adrenaline rush, something you have never felt before. We, 'Pioneers in Adventure Tourism' will guide your path with exciting activities like trekking, climbing, motor biking, jeep safari, bird watching, rafting, skiing, cultural tours, nature walks and camping amidst wilderness, to tuck you and your family or friends in a tailor made haven that will thrill you to pieces. 



 


India Adventure Tourism - Insight Story 
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Top Adventure Activities to Enjoy in Indian Himalayas

Ask any adventure fanatic about his or her dream adventure destination and ‘Th
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Top 10 Magnificent Himalayan Animals!

Diverse region of grasslands, temperate forests, ice-clad mountains and dizzying
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Nubra Valley— Right Dose of Adventure in Ladakh

Anyone who is disillusioned with the turgidity of Ladakh’s landscape should ta



 


 
 
 


Adventure with Us
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Glacier Tours in India  


	The grand glaciers of the Himalayas are a soothing sight to sore eyes and perfect bait for adventure enthusiasts. An audacious tour amidst these natural splendors is a lifetime experience.
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High Passes in India 


	Tall peaks alone can’t satisfy the genuine hunger for adventure and thus, the Indian Himalayan region is blessed with high mountain passes to serve the purpose.
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Camping in Himalayas 


	The Himalayan ranges are a paradise for both nature lovers as well as adventure seekers, and camping is the best way to explore this heaven.
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